Information And Network Security
If you ally infatuation such a referred information and network security books
that will present you worth, acquire the very best seller from us currently
from several preferred authors. If you desire to funny books, lots of novels,
tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are moreover launched, from best
seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections information and network
security that we will unconditionally offer. It is not roughly speaking the
costs. Its very nearly what you obsession currently. This information and
network security, as one of the most in force sellers here will categorically
be in the course of the best options to review.

Computer Network Security Joseph Migga Kizza 2005-12-05 A comprehensive survey
of computer network security concepts, methods, and practices. This
authoritative volume provides an optimal description of the principles and
applications of computer network security in particular, and cyberspace
security in general. The book is thematically divided into three segments: Part
I describes the operation and security conditions surrounding computer
networks; Part II builds from there and exposes readers to the prevailing
security situation based on a constant security threat; and Part III - the core
- presents readers with most of the best practices and solutions currently in
use. It is intended as both a teaching tool and reference. This broad-ranging
text/reference comprehensively surveys computer network security concepts,
methods, and practices and covers network security tools, policies, and
administrative goals in an integrated manner. It is an essential security
resource for undergraduate or graduate study, practitioners in networks, and
professionals who develop and maintain secure computer network systems.
Malware Detection Mihai Christodorescu 2007-03-06 This book captures the state
of the art research in the area of malicious code detection, prevention and
mitigation. It contains cutting-edge behavior-based techniques to analyze and
detect obfuscated malware. The book analyzes current trends in malware activity
online, including botnets and malicious code for profit, and it proposes
effective models for detection and prevention of attacks using. Furthermore,
the book introduces novel techniques for creating services that protect their
own integrity and safety, plus the data they manage.
Software-Defined Networking and Security Dijiang Huang 2018-12-07 This book
provides readers insights into cyber maneuvering or adaptive and intelligent
cyber defense. It describes the required models and security supporting
functions that enable the analysis of potential threats, detection of attacks,
and implementation of countermeasures while expending attacker resources and
preserving user experience. This book not only presents significant educationinformation-and-network-security
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oriented content, but uses advanced content to reveal a blueprint for helping
network security professionals design and implement a secure Software-Defined
Infrastructure (SDI) for cloud networking environments. These solutions are a
less intrusive alternative to security countermeasures taken at the host level
and offer centralized control of the distributed network. The concepts,
techniques, and strategies discussed in this book are ideal for students,
educators, and security practitioners looking for a clear and concise text to
avant-garde cyber security installations or simply to use as a reference. Handon labs and lecture slides are located at
http://virtualnetworksecurity.thothlab.com/. Features Discusses virtual network
security concepts Considers proactive security using moving target defense
Reviews attack representation models based on attack graphs and attack trees
Examines service function chaining in virtual networks with security
considerations Recognizes machine learning and AI in network security
Network Security Bible Eric Cole 2011-03-31 The comprehensive A-to-Z guide on
network security, fully revised and updated Network security is constantly
evolving, and this comprehensive guide has been thoroughly updated to cover the
newest developments. If you are responsible for network security, this is the
reference you need at your side. Covering new techniques, technology, and
methods for approaching security, it also examines new trends and best
practices being used by many organizations. The revised Network Security Bible
complements the Cisco Academy course instruction in networking security. Covers
all core areas of network security and how they interrelate Fully revised to
address new techniques, technology, and methods for securing an enterprise
worldwide Examines new trends and best practices in use by organizations to
secure their enterprises Features additional chapters on areas related to data
protection/correlation and forensics Includes cutting-edge topics such as
integrated cybersecurity and sections on Security Landscape, with chapters on
validating security, data protection, forensics, and attacks and threats If you
need to get up to date or stay current on network security, Network Security
Bible, 2nd Edition covers everything you need to know.
Network Security Metrics Lingyu Wang 2017-11-15 This book examines different
aspects of network security metrics and their application to enterprise
networks. One of the most pertinent issues in securing mission-critical
computing networks is the lack of effective security metrics which this book
discusses in detail. Since “you cannot improve what you cannot measure”, a
network security metric is essential to evaluating the relative effectiveness
of potential network security solutions. The authors start by examining the
limitations of existing solutions and standards on security metrics, such as
CVSS and attack surface, which typically focus on known vulnerabilities in
individual software products or systems. The first few chapters of this book
describe different approaches to fusing individual metric values obtained from
CVSS scores into an overall measure of network security using attack graphs.
Since CVSS scores are only available for previously known vulnerabilities, such
approaches do not consider the threat of unknown attacks exploiting the socalled zero day vulnerabilities. Therefore, several chapters of this book are
information-and-network-security
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dedicated to develop network security metrics especially designed for dealing
with zero day attacks where the challenge is that little or no prior knowledge
is available about the exploited vulnerabilities, and thus most existing
methodologies for designing security metrics are no longer effective. Finally,
the authors examine several issues on the application of network security
metrics at the enterprise level. Specifically, a chapter presents a suite of
security metrics organized along several dimensions for measuring and
visualizing different aspects of the enterprise cyber security risk, and the
last chapter presents a novel metric for measuring the operational
effectiveness of the cyber security operations center (CSOC). Security
researchers who work on network security or security analytics related areas
seeking new research topics, as well as security practitioners including
network administrators and security architects who are looking for state of the
art approaches to hardening their networks, will find this book helpful as a
reference. Advanced-level students studying computer science and engineering
will find this book useful as a secondary text.
Network Security, Firewalls and VPNs J. Michael Stewart 2013-07-15 PART OF THE
NEW JONES & BARTLETT LEARNING INFORMATION SYSTEMS SECURITY & ASSURANCE SERIES
Fully revised and updated with the latest data from the field, Network
Security, Firewalls, and VPNs, Second Edition provides a unique, in-depth look
at the major business challenges and threats that are introduced when an
organization s network is connected to the public Internet. Written by an
industry expert, this book provides a comprehensive explanation of network
security basics, including how hackers access online networks and the use of
Firewalls and VPNs to provide security countermeasures. Using examples and
exercises, this book incorporates hands-on activities to prepare the reader to
disarm threats and prepare for emerging technologies and future attacks. Key
Features: -Introduces the basics of network security exploring the details of
firewall security and how VPNs operate -Illustrates how to plan proper network
security to combat hackers and outside threats -Discusses firewall
configuration and deployment and managing firewall security -Identifies how to
secure local and internet communications with a VPN Instructor Materials for
Network Security, Firewalls, VPNs include: PowerPoint Lecture Slides Exam
Questions Case Scenarios/Handouts About the Series This book is part of the
Information Systems Security and Assurance Series from Jones and Bartlett
Learning. Designed for courses and curriculums in IT Security, Cybersecurity,
Information Assurance, and Information Systems Security, this series features a
comprehensive, consistent treatment of the most current thinking and trends in
this critical subject area. These titles deliver fundamental informationsecurity principles packed with real-world applications and examples. Authored
by Certified Information Systems Security Professionals (CISSPs), they deliver
comprehensive information on all aspects of information security. Reviewed word
for word by leading technical experts in the field, these books are not just
current, but forward-thinking putting you in the position to solve the
cybersecurity challenges not just of today, but of tomorrow, as well."
Network Security Mike Speciner 2002-04-22 The classic guide to network
information-and-network-security
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security—now fully updated!"Bob and Alice are back!" Widely regarded as the
most comprehensive yet comprehensible guide to network security, the first
edition of Network Security received critical acclaim for its lucid and witty
explanations of the inner workings of network security protocols. In the second
edition, this most distinguished of author teams draws on hard-won experience
to explain the latest developments in this field that has become so critical to
our global network-dependent society. Network Security, Second Edition brings
together clear, insightful, and clever explanations of every key facet of
information security, from the basics to advanced cryptography and
authentication, secure Web and email services, and emerging security standards.
Coverage includes: All-new discussions of the Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES), IPsec, SSL, and Web security Cryptography: In-depth, exceptionally clear
introductions to secret and public keys, hashes, message digests, and other
crucial concepts Authentication: Proving identity across networks, common
attacks against authentication systems, authenticating people, and avoiding the
pitfalls of authentication handshakes Core Internet security standards:
Kerberos 4/5, IPsec, SSL, PKIX, and X.509 Email security: Key elements of a
secure email system-plus detailed coverage of PEM, S/MIME, and PGP Web
security: Security issues associated with URLs, HTTP, HTML, and cookies
Security implementations in diverse platforms, including Windows, NetWare, and
Lotus Notes The authors go far beyond documenting standards and technology:
They contrast competing schemes, explain strengths and weaknesses, and identify
the crucial errors most likely to compromise secure systems. Network Security
will appeal to a wide range of professionals, from those who design or evaluate
security systems to system administrators and programmers who want a better
understanding of this important field. It can also be used as a textbook at the
graduate or advanced undergraduate level.
MasteringÂ Network Security Chris Brenton 2006-09-30
Computer Networking and Cybersecurity Quinn Kiser 2020-10-05 The book provides
the reader with a one-stop highway to learning about the fundamentals of
computer networking, Internet connectivity, cybersecurity, and hacking.
An Interdisciplinary Approach to Modern Network Security Sabyasachi Pramanik
2022-05-03 An Interdisciplinary Approach to Modern Network Security presents
the latest methodologies and trends in detecting and preventing network
threats. Investigating the potential of current and emerging security
technologies, this publication is an all-inclusive reference source for
academicians, researchers, students, professionals, practitioners, network
analysts and technology specialists interested in the simulation and
application of computer network protection. It presents theoretical frameworks
and the latest research findings in network security technologies, while
analyzing malicious threats which can compromise network integrity. It
discusses the security and optimization of computer networks for use in a
variety of disciplines and fields. Touching on such matters as mobile and VPN
security, IP spoofing and intrusion detection, this edited collection emboldens
the efforts of researchers, academics and network administrators working in
information-and-network-security
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both the public and private sectors. This edited compilation includes chapters
covering topics such as attacks and countermeasures, mobile wireless
networking, intrusion detection systems, next-generation firewalls, web
security and much more. Information and communication systems are an essential
component of our society, forcing us to become dependent on these
infrastructures. At the same time, these systems are undergoing a convergence
and interconnection process that has its benefits, but also raises specific
threats to user interests. Citizens and organizations must feel safe when using
cyberspace facilities in order to benefit from its advantages. This book is
interdisciplinary in the sense that it covers a wide range of topics like
network security threats, attacks, tools and procedures to mitigate the effects
of malware and common network attacks, network security architecture and deep
learning methods of intrusion detection.
Information Fusion for Cyber-Security Analytics Izzat M Alsmadi 2016-10-21 This
book highlights several gaps that have not been addressed in existing cyber
security research. It first discusses the recent attack prediction techniques
that utilize one or more aspects of information to create attack prediction
models. The second part is dedicated to new trends on information fusion and
their applicability to cyber security; in particular, graph data analytics for
cyber security, unwanted traffic detection and control based on trust
management software defined networks, security in wireless sensor networks &
their applications, and emerging trends in security system design using the
concept of social behavioral biometric. The book guides the design of new
commercialized tools that can be introduced to improve the accuracy of existing
attack prediction models. Furthermore, the book advances the use of Knowledgebased Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) to complement existing IDS
technologies. It is aimed towards cyber security researchers.
Open Research Problems in Network Security Jan Camenisch 2011-02-10 This book
constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the IFIP WG 11.4
International Workshop, iNetSec 2010, held in Sofia, Bulgaria, in March 2010.
The 14 revised full papers presented together with an invited talk were
carefully reviewed and selected during two rounds of refereeing. The papers are
organized in topical sections on scheduling, adversaries, protecting resources,
secure processes, and security for clouds.
Guide to Computer Network Security Joseph Migga Kizza 2017-04-24 This fully
revised and updated new edition of the definitive text/reference on computer
network and information security presents a comprehensive guide to the
repertoire of security tools, algorithms and best practices mandated by the
technology we depend on. Topics and features: highlights the magnitude of the
vulnerabilities, weaknesses and loopholes inherent in computer networks;
discusses how to develop effective security solutions, protocols, and best
practices for the modern computing environment; examines the role of
legislation, regulation, and enforcement in securing computing and mobile
systems; describes the burning security issues brought about by the advent of
the Internet of Things and the eroding boundaries between enterprise and home
information-and-network-security
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networks (NEW); provides both quickly workable and more thought-provoking
exercises at the end of each chapter, with one chapter devoted entirely to
hands-on exercises; supplies additional support materials for instructors at an
associated website.
Introduction to Computer and Network Security Richard R. Brooks 2013-08-19
Guides Students in Understanding the Interactions between Computing/Networking
Technologies and Security Issues Taking an interactive, "learn-by-doing"
approach to teaching, Introduction to Computer and Network Security: Navigating
Shades of Gray gives you a clear course to teach the technical issues related
to security. Unlike most computer security books, which concentrate on software
design and implementation, cryptographic tools, or networking issues, this text
also explores how the interactions between hardware, software, and users affect
system security. The book presents basic principles and concepts, along with
examples of current threats to illustrate how the principles can either enable
or neutralize exploits. Students see the importance of these concepts in
existing and future technologies. In a challenging yet enjoyable way, they
learn about a variety of technical topics, including current security exploits,
technical factors that enable attacks, and economic and social factors that
determine the security of future systems. Extensively classroom-tested, the
material is structured around a set of challenging projects. Through staging
exploits and choosing countermeasures to neutralize the attacks in the
projects, students learn: How computer systems and networks operate How to
reverse-engineer processes How to use systems in ways that were never foreseen
(or supported) by the original developers Combining hands-on work with
technical overviews, this text helps you integrate security analysis into your
technical computing curriculum. It will educate your students on security
issues, such as side-channel attacks, and deepen their understanding of how
computers and networks work.
Home Network Security Simplified Jim Doherty 2006-07-26 A straightforward,
graphic-based reference for securing your home network Set up a firewall Secure
your wireless network Stop adware and spyware Keep your children safe from
online threats Prevent a virus outbreak Avoid Internet scams Phishing. Malware.
Spyware. Trojan horses. Firewalls. Parental controls. If you have a home
computer connected to the Internet, you need to understand these security
terms. If that connection is high-speed (always on) or you run a wireless
network, your need–your vulnerability–is that much greater. Now, with Home
Network Security Simplified, you can get illustrated, easy-to-digest
information written specifically for your needs. For each class of security
threat, Home Network Security Simplified provides a tutorial–including tricks
and tools that hackers use, a primer on network security design fundamentals,
and step-by-step instructions on implementing security solutions. The authors
also offer tips for monitoring your network and show what to do in the event of
a security breach. Specifically, you will learn how to: Home Network Security
Simplified features engaging four-color illustrations throughout, as well as
informative security tips and pointers to other resources for more advanced
information. Use this book to find the peace of mind that comes with knowing
information-and-network-security
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that your home network and your information are secure. Jim Doherty is the
director of marketing and programs with Symbol Technologies’ industry solutions
group. Prior to joining Symbol, Jim worked at Cisco Systems, where he led
various marketing campaigns for IP telephony and routing and switching
solutions. Jim has 17 years of engineering and marketing experience across a
broad range of networking and communications technologies. Jim is a coauthor of
the Networking Simplified series, including Cisco Networking Simplified, Home
Networking Simplified, and Internet Phone Services Simplified. He is also the
author of the “Study Notes” section of CCNA Flash Cards and Exam Practice Pack
(CCNA Self-Study, Exam #640-801), Second Edition. Jim is a former Marine Corps
sergeant; he holds a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from N.C.
State University and a master’s degree in business administration from Duke
University. Neil Anderson is the senior manager of enterprise systems
engineering at Cisco Systems. Neil has more than 20 years of engineering
experience including public telephone systems, mobile phone systems, Internet,
and home networking. At Cisco, Neil’s focus is large corporate customers in the
areas of routing and switching, wireless, security, and IP communications. Neil
is a coauthor of the Networking Simplified series, including Home Networking
Simplified and Internet Phone Services Simplified. Neil holds a bachelor’s
degree in computer science. This book is part of the Networking Technology
Series from Cisco Press®, the only authorized publisher for Cisco Systems.
Network Security For Dummies Chey Cobb 2011-05-09 CNN is reporting that a
vicious new virus is wreaking havoc on theworld’s computer networks. Somebody’s
hacked one ofyour favorite Web sites and stolen thousands of credit
cardnumbers. The FBI just released a new report on computer crimethat’s got you
shaking in your boots. The experts will tellyou that keeping your network safe
from the cyber-wolves howlingafter your assets is complicated, expensive, and
best left to them.But the truth is, anybody with a working knowledge of
networks andcomputers can do just about everything necessary to defend
theirnetwork against most security threats. Network Security For Dummies arms
you with quick, easy,low-cost solutions to all your network security concerns.
Whetheryour network consists of one computer with a high-speed
Internetconnection or hundreds of workstations distributed across dozens
oflocations, you’ll find what you need to confidently: Identify your network’s
security weaknesses Install an intrusion detection system Use simple,
economical techniques to secure your data Defend against viruses Keep hackers
at bay Plug security holes in individual applications Build a secure network
from scratch Leading national expert Chey Cobb fills you in on the basics
ofdata security, and he explains more complex options you can use tokeep your
network safe as your grow your business. Among otherthings, you’ll explore:
Developing risk assessments and security plans Choosing controls without
breaking the bank Anti-virus software, firewalls, intrusion detection systems
andaccess controls Addressing Unix, Windows and Mac security issues Patching
holes in email, databases, Windows Media Player,NetMeeting, AOL Instant
Messenger, and other individualapplications Securing a wireless network ECommerce security Incident response and disaster recovery Whether you run a
storefront tax preparing business oryou’re the network administrator at a
information-and-network-security
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multinationalaccounting giant, your computer assets are your business.
LetNetwork Security For Dummies provide you with provenstrategies and
techniques for keeping your precious assetssafe.
Network Security Assessment Chris McNab 2004 A practical handbook for network
adminstrators who need to develop and implement security assessment programs,
exploring a variety of offensive technologies, explaining how to design and
deploy networks that are immune to offensive tools and scripts, and detailing
an efficient testing model. Original. (Intermediate)
Network and System Security Mirosław Kutyłowski 2020-12-18 This book
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 14th International Conference on
Network and System Security, NSS 2020, held in Melbourne, VIC, Australia, in
November 2020. The 17 full and 9 short papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 60 submissions. The selected papers are devoted to topics such as
secure operating system architectures, applications programming and security
testing, intrusion and attack detection, cybersecurity intelligence, access
control, cryptographic techniques, cryptocurrencies, ransomware, anonymity,
trust, recommendation systems, as well machine learning problems. Due to the
Corona pandemic the event was held virtually.
Open Problems in Network Security Jan Camenisch 2016-04-30 This book
constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the IFIP WG
11.4 International Workshop on Open Problems in Network Security, iNetSec 2015,
held in Zurich, Switzerland, in October 2015. iNetSec is the main workshop of
the IFIP working group WG 11.4; its objective is to present and discuss open
problems and new research directions on all aspects related to network
security. The 9 revised full papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 13 submissions. They were organized in topical
sections named: network security; intrusion detection; anonymous communication;
and cryptography.
Computer System and Network Security Gregory B. White 2017-12-14 Computer
System and Network Security provides the reader with a basic understanding of
the issues involved in the security of computer systems and networks.
Introductory in nature, this important new book covers all aspects related to
the growing field of computer security. Such complete coverage in a single text
has previously been unavailable, and college professors and students, as well
as professionals responsible for system security, will find this unique book a
valuable source of information, either as a textbook or as a general reference.
Computer System and Network Security discusses existing and potential threats
to computer systems and networks and outlines the basic actions that are
generally taken to protect them. The first two chapters of the text introduce
the reader to the field of computer security, covering fundamental issues and
objectives. The next several chapters describe security models, authentication
issues, access control, intrusion detection, and damage control. Later chapters
address network and database security and systems/networks connected to widearea networks and internetworks. Other topics include firewalls, cryptography,
information-and-network-security
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malicious software, and security standards. The book includes case studies with
information about incidents involving computer security, illustrating the
problems and potential damage that can be caused when security fails. This
unique reference/textbook covers all aspects of computer and network security,
filling an obvious gap in the existing literature.
Network Security Tools Nitesh Dhanjani 2005-04-04 If you're an advanced
security professional, then you know that the battle to protect online privacy
continues to rage on. Security chat rooms, especially, are resounding with
calls for vendors to take more responsibility to release products that are more
secure. In fact, with all the information and code that is passed on a daily
basis, it's a fight that may never end. Fortunately, there are a number of open
source security tools that give you a leg up in the battle.Often a security
tool does exactly what you want, right out of the box. More frequently, you
need to customize the tool to fit the needs of your network structure. Network
Security Tools shows experienced administrators how to modify, customize, and
extend popular open source security tools such as Nikto, Ettercap, and
Nessus.This concise, high-end guide discusses the common customizations and
extensions for these tools, then shows you how to write even more specialized
attack and penetration reviews that are suited to your unique network
environment. It also explains how tools like port scanners, packet injectors,
network sniffers, and web assessment tools function.Some of the topics covered
include: Writing your own network sniffers and packet injection tools Writing
plugins for Nessus, Ettercap, and Nikto Developing exploits for Metasploit Code
analysis for web applications Writing kernel modules for security applications,
and understanding rootkits While many books on security are either tediously
academic or overly sensational, Network Security Tools takes an even-handed and
accessible approach that will let you quickly review the problem and implement
new, practical solutions--without reinventing the wheel. In an age when
security is critical, Network Security Tools is the resource you want at your
side when locking down your network.
Network and System Security John R. Vacca 2013-08-26 Network and System
Security provides focused coverage of network and system security technologies.
It explores practical solutions to a wide range of network and systems security
issues. Chapters are authored by leading experts in the field and address the
immediate and long-term challenges in the authors’ respective areas of
expertise. Coverage includes building a secure organization, cryptography,
system intrusion, UNIX and Linux security, Internet security, intranet
security, LAN security; wireless network security, cellular network security,
RFID security, and more. Chapters contributed by leaders in the field covering
foundational and practical aspects of system and network security, providing a
new level of technical expertise not found elsewhere Comprehensive and updated
coverage of the subject area allows the reader to put current technologies to
work Presents methods of analysis and problem solving techniques, enhancing the
reader’s grasp of the material and ability to implement practical solutions
Computer Networking and Cybersecurity Quinn Kiser 2020-09-05 If you want to
information-and-network-security
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learn the basics of computer networking and how to protect yourself from cyber
attacks, then keep reading... Two manuscripts in one book: Computer Networking:
An All-in-One Beginner's Guide to Understanding Communications Systems, Network
Security, Internet Connections, Cybersecurity and Hacking Cybersecurity: A
Simple Beginner's Guide to Cybersecurity, Computer Networks and Protecting
Oneself from Hacking in the Form of Phishing, Malware, Ransomware, and Social
Engineering This book delivers a variety of computer networking-related topics
to be easily understood by beginners. It focuses on enabling you to create a
strong foundation of concepts of some of the most popular topics in this area.
We have provided the reader with a one-stop highway to learning about the
fundamentals of computer networking, Internet connectivity, cybersecurity, and
hacking. This book will have the following advantages: A formal yet informative
tone, meaning it won't feel like a lecture. Straight-to-the-point presentation
of ideas. Focus on key areas to help achieve optimized learning. Networking is
a very important field of knowledge to which the average person may be
oblivious, but it's something that is everywhere nowadays. In part 2 of this
book, you will take a journey into the world of cybercrimes and cybersecurity.
The information is designed to help you understand the different forms of
hacking and what you can do to prevent being hacked. By the end of this part,
you may decide to pursue a career in the domain of information security. In
part 2, you will discover the following: The importance of cybersecurity. A
brief history of cybercrime, the different types, and its evolution over the
years. The various types of cyber-attacks executed over the Internet. 10 Types
of Cyber hackers-the masterminds behind attacks. The secrets of phishing
attacks and how you can protect yourself against them. The different kinds of
malware that exist in the digital world. The fascinating tools to identify and
tackle malware. Ransomware and how attackers leverage technology to make money.
9 security testing methods you can learn to do. Social engineering and how to
identify a social engineering attack. Network Security, Web Application
Security, and Smartphone security. Examples of different types of hacks and
past incidents to emphasize the need for cybersecurity. The topics outlined in
this book are delivered in a reader-friendly manner and in a language easy to
understand, constantly piquing your interest so you will want to explore the
topics presented even more. So if you want to learn about computer networking
and cyber security in an efficient way, then scroll up and click the "add to
cart" button!
Network Security with Netflow and IPFIX Omar Santos 2015-09-08 A comprehensive
guide for deploying, configuring, and troubleshooting NetFlow and learning big
data analytics technologies for cyber security Today’s world of network
security is full of cyber security vulnerabilities, incidents, breaches, and
many headaches. Visibility into the network is an indispensable tool for
network and security professionals and Cisco NetFlow creates an environment
where network administrators and security professionals have the tools to
understand who, what, when, where, and how network traffic is flowing. Network
Security with NetFlow and IPFIX is a key resource for introducing yourself to
and understanding the power behind the Cisco NetFlow solution. Omar Santos, a
Cisco Product Security Incident Response Team (PSIRT) technical leader and
information-and-network-security
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author of numerous books including the CCNA Security 210-260 Official Cert
Guide, details the importance of NetFlow and demonstrates how it can be used by
large enterprises and small-to-medium-sized businesses to meet critical network
challenges. This book also examines NetFlow’s potential as a powerful network
security tool. Network Security with NetFlow and IPFIX explores everything you
need to know to fully understand and implement the Cisco Cyber Threat Defense
Solution. It also provides detailed configuration and troubleshooting guidance,
sample configurations with depth analysis of design scenarios in every chapter,
and detailed case studies with real-life scenarios. You can follow Omar on
Twitter: @santosomar NetFlow and IPFIX basics Cisco NetFlow versions and
features Cisco Flexible NetFlow NetFlow Commercial and Open Source Software
Packages Big Data Analytics tools and technologies such as Hadoop, Flume,
Kafka, Storm, Hive, HBase, Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana (ELK) Additional
Telemetry Sources for Big Data Analytics for Cyber Security Understanding big
data scalability Big data analytics in the Internet of everything Cisco Cyber
Threat Defense and NetFlow Troubleshooting NetFlow Real-world case studies
The "Essence" of Network Security: An End-to-End Panorama Mohuya Chakraborty
2020-11-24 This edited book provides an optimal portrayal of the principles and
applications related to network security. The book is thematically divided into
five segments: Part A describes the introductory issues related to network
security with some concepts of cutting-edge technologies; Part B builds from
there and exposes the readers to the digital, cloud and IoT forensics; Part C
presents readers with blockchain and cryptography techniques; Part D deals with
the role of AI and machine learning in the context of network security. And
lastly, Part E is written on different security networking methodologies. This
is a great book on network security, which has lucid and well-planned chapters.
All the latest security technologies are thoroughly explained with upcoming
research issues. Details on Internet architecture, security needs, encryption,
cryptography along with the usages of machine learning and artificial
intelligence for network security are presented in a single cover. The broadranging text/reference comprehensively surveys network security concepts,
methods, and practices and covers network security policies and goals in an
integrated manner. It is an essential security resource for practitioners in
networks and professionals who develop and maintain secure computer networks.
Network Security and Cryptography Sarhan M. Musa 2018-03-20 Network Security
and Cryptography introduces the basic concepts in computer networks and the
latest trends and technologies in cryptography and network security. The book
is a definitive guide to the principles and techniques of cryptography and
network security, and introduces basic concepts in computer networks such as
classical cipher schemes, public key cryptography, authentication schemes,
pretty good privacy, and Internet security. It features the latest material on
emerging technologies, related to IoT, cloud computing, SCADA, blockchain,
smart grid, big data analytics, and more. Primarily intended as a textbook for
courses in computer science and electronics & communication, the book also
serves as a basic reference and refresher for professionals in these areas.
FEATURES: • Includes the latest material on emerging technologies, related to
information-and-network-security
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IoT, cloud computing, smart grid, big data analytics, blockchain, and more •
Features separate chapters on the mathematics related to network security and
cryptography • Introduces basic concepts in computer networks including
classical cipher schemes, public key cryptography, authentication schemes,
pretty good privacy, Internet security services, and system security • Includes
end of chapter review questions
Accountability and Privacy in Network Security Yuxiang Ma 2020-09-15 This book
discusses accountability and privacy in network security from a technical
perspective, providing a comprehensive overview of the latest research, as well
as the current challenges and open issues. Further, it proposes a set of new
and innovative solutions to balance privacy and accountability in networks in
terms of their content, flow and service, using practical deep learning
techniques for encrypted traffic analysis and focusing on the application of
new technologies and concepts. These solutions take into account various key
components (e.g. the in-network cache) in network architectures and adopt the
emerging blockchain technique to ensure the security and scalability of the
proposed architectures. In addition, the book examines in detail related
studies on accountability and privacy, and validates the architectures using
real-world datasets. Presenting secure and scalable solutions that can detect
malicious behaviors in the network in a timely manner without compromising user
privacy, the book offers a valuable resource for undergraduate and graduate
students, researchers, and engineers working in the fields of network
architecture and cybersecurity.
Guide to Computer Network Security Joseph Migga Kizza 2020-06-03 This timely
textbook presents a comprehensive guide to the core topics in cybersecurity,
covering issues of security that extend beyond traditional computer networks to
the ubiquitous mobile communications and online social networks that have
become part of our daily lives. In the context of our growing dependence on an
ever-changing digital ecosystem, this book stresses the importance of security
awareness, whether in our homes, our businesses, or our public spaces. This
fully updated new edition features new material on the security issues raised
by blockchain technology, and its use in logistics, digital ledgers, payments
systems, and digital contracts. Topics and features: Explores the full range of
security risks and vulnerabilities in all connected digital systems Inspires
debate over future developments and improvements necessary to enhance the
security of personal, public, and private enterprise systems Raises thoughtprovoking questions regarding legislative, legal, social, technical, and
ethical challenges, such as the tension between privacy and security Describes
the fundamentals of traditional computer network security, and common threats
to security Reviews the current landscape of tools, algorithms, and
professional best practices in use to maintain security of digital systems
Discusses the security issues introduced by the latest generation of network
technologies, including mobile systems, cloud computing, and blockchain
Presents exercises of varying levels of difficulty at the end of each chapter,
and concludes with a diverse selection of practical projects Offers
supplementary material for students and instructors at an associated website,
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including slides, additional projects, and syllabus suggestions This important
textbook/reference is an invaluable resource for students of computer science,
engineering, and information management, as well as for practitioners working
in data- and information-intensive industries.
Fundamentals of Network Security John E. Canavan 2001 Here's easy-to-understand
book that introduces you to fundamental network security concepts, principles,
and terms, while providing you with practical techniques that you can apply on
the job. It helps you identify the best type of intrusion detection system for
your environment, develop organizational guidelines for passwords, set general
computer security policies, and perform a security review and risk assessment .
Advances in Network Security and Applications David C. Wyld 2011-06-30 This
book constitutes the proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Network
Security and Applications held in Chennai, India, in July 2011. The 63 revised
full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous
submissions. The papers address all technical and practical aspects of security
and its applications for wired and wireless networks and are organized in
topical sections on network security and applications, ad hoc, sensor and
ubiquitous computing, as well as peer-to-peer networks and trust management.
Applied Network Security Arthur Salmon 2017-04-28 Master the art of detecting
and averting advanced network security attacks and techniques About This Book
Deep dive into the advanced network security attacks and techniques by
leveraging tools such as Kali Linux 2, MetaSploit, Nmap, and Wireshark Become
an expert in cracking WiFi passwords, penetrating anti-virus networks, sniffing
the network, and USB hacks This step-by-step guide shows you how to confidently
and quickly detect vulnerabilities for your network before the hacker does Who
This Book Is For This book is for network security professionals, cyber
security professionals, and Pentesters who are well versed with fundamentals of
network security and now want to master it. So whether you're a cyber security
professional, hobbyist, business manager, or student aspiring to becoming an
ethical hacker or just want to learn more about the cyber security aspect of
the IT industry, then this book is definitely for you. What You Will Learn Use
SET to clone webpages including the login page Understand the concept of Wi-Fi
cracking and use PCAP file to obtain passwords Attack using a USB as payload
injector Familiarize yourself with the process of trojan attacks Use Shodan to
identify honeypots, rogue access points, vulnerable webcams, and other exploits
found in the database Explore various tools for wireless penetration testing
and auditing Create an evil twin to intercept network traffic Identify human
patterns in networks attacks In Detail Computer networks are increasing at an
exponential rate and the most challenging factor organisations are currently
facing is network security. Breaching a network is not considered an ingenious
effort anymore, so it is very important to gain expertise in securing your
network. The book begins by showing you how to identify malicious network
behaviour and improve your wireless security. We will teach you what network
sniffing is, the various tools associated with it, and how to scan for
vulnerable wireless networks. Then we'll show you how attackers hide the
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payloads and bypass the victim's antivirus. Furthermore, we'll teach you how to
spoof IP / MAC address and perform an SQL injection attack and prevent it on
your website. We will create an evil twin and demonstrate how to intercept
network traffic. Later, you will get familiar with Shodan and Intrusion
Detection and will explore the features and tools associated with it. Toward
the end, we cover tools such as Yardstick, Ubertooth, Wifi Pineapple, and Alfa
used for wireless penetration testing and auditing. This book will show the
tools and platform to ethically hack your own network whether it is for your
business or for your personal home Wi-Fi. Style and approach This masteringlevel guide is for all the security professionals who are eagerly waiting to
master network security skills and protecting their organization with ease. It
contains practical scenarios on various network security attacks and will teach
you how to avert these attacks.
Computer and Network Security Essentials Kevin Daimi 2017-08-12 This book
introduces readers to the tools needed to protect IT resources and communicate
with security specialists when there is a security problem. The book covers a
wide range of security topics including Cryptographic Technologies, Network
Security, Security Management, Information Assurance, Security Applications,
Computer Security, Hardware Security, and Biometrics and Forensics. It
introduces the concepts, techniques, methods, approaches, and trends needed by
security specialists to improve their security skills and capabilities.
Further, it provides a glimpse into future directions where security
techniques, policies, applications, and theories are headed. The book
represents a collection of carefully selected and reviewed chapters written by
diverse security experts in the listed fields and edited by prominent security
researchers. Complementary slides are available for download on the book’s
website at Springer.com.
Network Security First-Step Thomas M. Thomas 2004-05-21 Your first step into
the world of network security No security experience required Includes clear
and easily understood explanations Makes learning easy Your first step to
network security begins here! Learn about hackers and their attacks Understand
security tools and technologies Defend your network with firewalls, routers,
and other devices Explore security for wireless networks Learn how to prepare
for security incidents Welcome to the world of network security! Computer
networks are indispensable-but they're also not secure. With the proliferation
of Internet viruses and worms, many people and companies are considering
increasing their network security. But first, you need to make sense of this
complex world of hackers, viruses, and the tools to combat them. No security
experience needed! Network Security First-Step explains the basics of network
security in easy-to-grasp language that all of us can understand. This book
takes you on a guided tour of the core technologies that make up and control
network security. Whether you are looking to take your first step into a career
in network security or are interested in simply gaining knowledge of the
technology, this book is for you!
Information and Cyber Security Hein Venter 2020-03-07 This book constitutes the
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refereed proceedings of the 18th International Conference on Information
Security, ISSA 2019, held in Johannesburg, South Africa, in August 2019. The 12
revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 35
submissions. The papers are dealing with topics such as authentication; access
control; digital (cyber) forensics; cyber security; mobile and wireless
security; privacy-preserving protocols; authorization; trust frameworks;
security requirements; formal security models; malware and its mitigation;
intrusion detection systems; social engineering; operating systems security;
browser security; denial-of-service attacks; vulnerability management; file
system security; firewalls; Web protocol security; digital rights management;
distributed systems security.
Network Security 1 and 2 Companion Guide Antoon W. Rufi 2006 The only
authorized Companion Guide for the Cisco Networking Academy Program The Network
Security 1 and 2 Companion Guide is designed as a portable desk reference to be
used with version 2.0 of the Cisco® Networking Academy® Program curriculum. The
author reinforces the material in the two courses to help you to focus on
important concepts and to organize your study time for exams. This book covers
the overall security process based on security policy design and management,
with an emphasis on security technologies, products, and solutions. The book
also focuses on security appliance and secure router design, installation,
configuration, and maintenance. The first section of this book covers
authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) implementation using
routers and security appliances and securing the network at both Layer 2 and
Layer 3 of the OSI reference model. The second section of this book covers
intrusion prevention system (IPS) implementation using routers and security
appliances and virtual private network (VPN) implementation using routers and
security appliances. New and improved features help you study and succeed in
this course: Chapter objectives Review core concepts by answering the questions
at the beginning of each chapter. Key terms Note the networking vocabulary to
be introduced and refer to the highlighted terms in context in that chapter.
Scenarios and setup sequences Visualize real-life situations with details about
the problem and the solution. Chapter Summaries Review a synopsis of the
chapter as a study aid. Glossary Consult the all-new glossary with more than 85
terms. Check Your Understanding questions and answer key Evaluate your
readiness to move to the next chapter with the updated end-of-chapter
questions. The answer appendix explains each answer. Lab References Stop when
you see this icon and perform the related labs in the online curriculum.
Companion CD-ROM The CD-ROM includes: Interactive Media Elements More than 95
activities that visually demonstrate some of the topics in the course
Additional Resources Command reference and materials to enhance your experience
with the curriculum
Handbook of Computer Networks and Cyber Security Brij B. Gupta 2019-12-31 This
handbook introduces the basic principles and fundamentals of cyber security
towards establishing an understanding of how to protect computers from hackers
and adversaries. The highly informative subject matter of this handbook,
includes various concepts, models, and terminologies along with examples and
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illustrations to demonstrate substantial technical details of the field. It
motivates the readers to exercise better protection and defense mechanisms to
deal with attackers and mitigate the situation. This handbook also outlines
some of the exciting areas of future research where the existing approaches can
be implemented. Exponential increase in the use of computers as a means of
storing and retrieving security-intensive information, requires placement of
adequate security measures to safeguard the entire computing and communication
scenario. With the advent of Internet and its underlying technologies,
information security aspects are becoming a prime concern towards protecting
the networks and the cyber ecosystem from variety of threats, which is
illustrated in this handbook. This handbook primarily targets professionals in
security, privacy and trust to use and improve the reliability of businesses in
a distributed manner, as well as computer scientists and software developers,
who are seeking to carry out research and develop software in information and
cyber security. Researchers and advanced-level students in computer science
will also benefit from this reference.
Computers at Risk National Research Council 1990-02-01 Computers at Risk
presents a comprehensive agenda for developing nationwide policies and
practices for computer security. Specific recommendations are provided for
industry and for government agencies engaged in computer security activities.
The volume also outlines problems and opportunities in computer security
research, recommends ways to improve the research infrastructure, and suggests
topics for investigators. The book explores the diversity of the field, the
need to engineer countermeasures based on speculation of what experts think
computer attackers may do next, why the technology community has failed to
respond to the need for enhanced security systems, how innovators could be
encouraged to bring more options to the marketplace, and balancing the
importance of security against the right of privacy.
Industrial Network Security Eric D. Knapp 2014-12-09 As the sophistication of
cyber-attacks increases, understanding how to defend critical infrastructure
systems—energy production, water, gas, and other vital systems—becomes more
important, and heavily mandated. Industrial Network Security, Second Edition
arms you with the knowledge you need to understand the vulnerabilities of these
distributed supervisory and control systems. The book examines the unique
protocols and applications that are the foundation of industrial control
systems, and provides clear guidelines for their protection. This how-to guide
gives you thorough understanding of the unique challenges facing critical
infrastructures, new guidelines and security measures for critical
infrastructure protection, knowledge of new and evolving security tools, and
pointers on SCADA protocols and security implementation. All-new real-world
examples of attacks against control systems, and more diagrams of systems
Expanded coverage of protocols such as 61850, Ethernet/IP, CIP, ISA-99, and the
evolution to IEC62443 Expanded coverage of Smart Grid security New coverage of
signature-based detection, exploit-based vs. vulnerability-based detection, and
signature reverse engineering
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Network Security Through Data Analysis Michael S Collins 2014-02-10 Traditional
intrusion detection and logfile analysis are no longer enough to protect
today’s complex networks. In this practical guide, security researcher Michael
Collins shows you several techniques and tools for collecting and analyzing
network traffic datasets. You’ll understand how your network is used, and what
actions are necessary to protect and improve it. Divided into three sections,
this book examines the process of collecting and organizing data, various tools
for analysis, and several different analytic scenarios and techniques. It’s
ideal for network administrators and operational security analysts familiar
with scripting. Explore network, host, and service sensors for capturing
security data Store data traffic with relational databases, graph databases,
Redis, and Hadoop Use SiLK, the R language, and other tools for analysis and
visualization Detect unusual phenomena through Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA)
Identify significant structures in networks with graph analysis Determine the
traffic that’s crossing service ports in a network Examine traffic volume and
behavior to spot DDoS and database raids Get a step-by-step process for network
mapping and inventory
Network Security Jan L. Harrington 2005-04-25 Network Security is a
comprehensive resource written for anyone who plans or implements network
security measures, including managers and practitioners. It offers a valuable
dual perspective on security: how your network looks to hackers who want to get
inside, and how you need to approach it on the inside to keep them at bay. You
get all the hands-on technical advice you need to succeed, but also higherlevel administrative guidance for developing an effective security policy.
There may be no such thing as absolute security, but, as the author clearly
demonstrates, there is a huge difference between the protection offered by
routine reliance on third-party products and what you can achieve by actively
making informed decisions. You’ll learn to do just that with this book’s
assessments of the risks, rewards, and trade-offs related implementing security
measures. Helps you see through a hacker's eyes so you can make your network
more secure. Provides technical advice that can be applied in any environment,
on any platform, including help with intrusion detection systems, firewalls,
encryption, anti-virus software, and digital certificates. Emphasizes a wide
range of administrative considerations, including security policies, user
management, and control of services and devices. Covers techniques for
enhancing the physical security of your systems and network. Explains how
hackers use information-gathering to find and exploit security flaws. Examines
the most effective ways to prevent hackers from gaining root access to a
server. Addresses Denial of Service attacks, "malware," and spoofing. Includes
appendices covering the TCP/IP protocol stack, well-known ports, and reliable
sources for security warnings and updates.
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